
 
 

viisights Deploys Smart City Traffic Monitoring System 

in Ashdod Municipality Powered by NVIDIA Metropolis 

The City of Ashdod Deploys viisights’ AI-driven Behavioral Understanding Technology to 

Provide Greater Safety and Security 

  

Tel Aviv, Israel (June 2nd 08:00 ET, 2020) – viisights, the developer of innovative behavioral 

understanding systems for real-time video intelligence based on AI, announced today that it has 

deployed a smart city traffic monitoring system in the city of Ashdod, leveraging the NVIDIA 

Metropolis intelligent video analytics framework. 

“This project signifies how smart cities like Ashdod increase safety, mobility and quality of life 

by state-of-the-art traffic monitoring driven by computer vision-based on AI,” said Asaf 

Birenzvieg, co-founder and CEO of viisights. “viisights traffic monitoring capabilities are based 

on our revolutionary video understanding technology that helps in analyzing hundreds to 

thousands of real-time traffic video streams and alerting on complex traffic situations, including 

accidents, hazards and predicting and managing traffic congestion. We see this project as an 

example of how a city can be really smart and as a validation of the growing demand for our 

behavioral understanding solutions.” 

  

[video example #1 – intersection blocked] 

https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/autonomous-machines/intelligent-video-analytics-platform/
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/autonomous-machines/intelligent-video-analytics-platform/
https://www.viisights.com/technology/


 
 

Using NVIDIA GPUs and the DeepStream SDK within NVIDIA Metropolis, viisights’ innovative 

traffic monitoring system provides highly scalable and cost-effective solutions for real-time 

analysis of thousands of video streams. 

 

viisights video intelligence system deployed in Ashdod provides real-time advanced behavioral 

understanding of traffic actions and events in live video streams by monitoring intersections, 

crossroads, roads and streets. This enables municipalities to quickly address events of interest 

such as accidents, disturbances to traffic (for example, vehicles stopping in a junction or on a 

sidewalk), road hazards (for example, people getting in and out of vehicles in dangerous areas) 

and monitor traffic flows and report on various statistics. Viisights technology protects public 

privacy by only analyzing general behavior patterns of individuals, groups, vehicles and traffic-

flows. It does not identify faces or license plates. 

 

[video example #2 – car collision] 

This cutting-edge, first-of-its-kind technology from viisights assists municipalities to secure 

traffic flow, prevent blockage and attend to road hazards, while also enhancing their essential 

role in securing the life and safety of inhabitants; first responders can arrive faster at scenes of 

life-threatening situations, minimize injuries, attend to dangers in traffic and more. 

https://developer.nvidia.com/deepstream-sdk
https://www.viisights.com/products/wise/


 
 

“We are extremely proud to be at the forefront of smart city technology by being the first city 

in Israel to define and use this behavior recognition technology for the benefit of Ashdod 

citizens,” said Gamliel Edri, technologies & CCTV control room department manager for the city 

of Ashdod Municipality. “The viisights’ system strengthens our ability to ensure the safety and 

security of our citizens and even save lives. We look forward to broadening our successful 

collaboration with viisights to other parts of the city.” 

About viisights 

viisights is a leading innovator of behavioral understanding systems for real-time video 

intelligence. 

The company provides AI-powered behavioral understanding systems for safe and smart cities, 

enterprises, campuses, banks, financial institutions, critical infrastructures, transportation hubs 

and for shared and autonomous mobility. viisights’ mission is to leverage artificial intelligence 

technologies that facilitate human-like pattern prediction in order to create fully autonomous 

video intelligence systems. 

viisights harnesses the power of artificial intelligence to bring behavioral understanding to video 

surveillance and practically to every video stream. Its flagship product, viisights Wise, offers a 

wide range of applications, including: violence and weapon recognition, context-related 

suspicious activity recognition, crowd management, traffic monitoring, indoor and outdoor 

safety (including fire and smoke detection), and resource optimization. 

For more information, please visit www.viisights.com. 
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